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Mixing materials within zone boundaries
using shape overlays

Je�rey Grandy

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Shape overlays provide a means of statically imposing a physical region con-
taining speci�ed material properties onto a zoned mesh. In the most general
case, material interface boundaries are unrelated to mesh zone boundaries,
causing zones to contain a mixture of materials, and the mesh itself is not
uniform in physical space. We develop and apply an algorithm for shape
overlays on nonorthogonal, nonuniform meshes in two dimensions. Examples
of shape generation in a multiblock uid dynamics code are shown.

Problem speci�cation

In uid dynamics simulations, a �nite region of
physical space is divided into zones, each with a
�nite area. Each zone is surrounded by a
connected set of points, and the points and
connecting lines thus de�ne the mesh used in the
simulation. Shape overlays provide a user-friendly
means of assigning materials to various regions of
the physical space. The basic method is to remove
the existing background material from the zones
within the area of the shape, and replace it with
the new material of the shape. In general, the
boundary of the shape does not coincide with the
mesh connecting lines, and therefore zones
containing a mixture of materials are generated.

Each zone is a polygon by de�nition. We focus
our discussion on quadrilateral zones, but this
technique applies more generally to meshes with
polygonal zones without curved zone boundaries.
The mesh is arbitrarily connected, so there is no
relationship between neighboring zones other than
the common boundary, and the connecting lines
are in general nonorthogonal. A shape is often a
simple form speci�ed by a user (such as a circle or
rectangle), and an approximating polygon of S
sides is generated for curved shapes by sampling
points on the curve. This produces an error of
O(1=S2) in the total area, but typically S is quite
large, about 1000 or more sides. We discuss briey
below a means of decreasing this error. Therefore,
shape overlays are accomplished by computing
intersection areas of polygons.

Numerical algorithm

Areas of intersecting polygons in mesh
generation and remapping have been computed in
several ways. In general, polygons can be broken
into convex pieces (Warshaw, 1977), thereby
requiring the actual computation only of the
intersection of two convex polygons. One common
technique (Kershaw, 1977; Tipton, 1995) is to
divide both the source (shape) polygon and the
target (zone) polygon into triangles. The
intersection of the two convex polygons is also a
convex polygon, whose vertices are determined by
enumerating vertices interior to the other polygon
and intersections of the line segments de�ning the
polygons. These vertices must be ordered (Biske,
1991), a step which typically requires
trigonometry, and the overlap area is easily
computed for a p-sided intersection polygon with
ordered vertices (xj ; yj) by

A = 1=2

p�1X

j=0

(yj+1 + yj)(xj+1 � xj) : (1)

We take a slightly di�erent approach, by breaking
the shape into its individual line segments instead
of polygons. This allows us to forgo the step of
ordering intersection vertices, and also eliminate
any assumption about shape convexity. In
addition, we can handle the pathological cases of
shape vertices lying on or near zone vertices or
boundaries in a consistent fashion. This approach
is described below.

The zones are subdivided into simplices
(triangles). For our quadrilateral mesh, each zone
contains two simplices, but for other meshes, the



number of simplices in a zone will be di�erent. If
zone k contains tk simplices, the overlay measure is

Ak =

tkX

i=1

Ak;i : (2)

We compute the area of intersection (overlay) of
the shape and each simplicial subzone on the
mesh, and add the results within each zone. For
convenience we suppress the zonal subscript in A

in the following discussion as it relates to a single
subzone overlay calculation.

The next step is to perform a linear
transformation for each subzone, so that the
vertices of the triangle (X0; Y0), (X1; Y1), (X2; Y2)
are shifted to the unit triangle U with vertices
O = (0; 0), X = (1; 0), and Y = (0; 1), as drawn in
Figure 1. Denoting �X1 = X1 �X0, etc., the
shape vertices are transformed by

x0 = ((�Y2)(x �X0)� (�X2)(y � Y0)) =�

y0 = ((�X1)(y � Y0)� (�Y1)(x �X0)) =�

� = (�X1)(�Y2) � (�X2)(�Y1) : (3)

A given shape side in the U frame is the line
segment PQ, P = (xp; yp) = (x0i; y

0
i);

Q = (xq ; yq) = (x0i+1; y
0
i+1). To determine this

intersection area, we subdivide the shape polygon
into its individual line segments. This reduces our
task to �nding the area under a line segment, A0

i,
inside the unit triangle (the shaded area in Figure
1). For the volume of revolution calculation, the
shaded area in Figure 1 is broken into several
triangles t with vertex y-coordinates Yti in the
physical frame. The physical overlay area and
volume of revolution contribution from one line
segment of the shape are

Ai = A0
i� (4)

Vi = �=3�t(Yt0 + Yt1 + Yt2)A
0
i(t)� : (5)

These segment areas are combined to obtain the
total shape overlay area by assigning the correct
sign to each segment area. So that a
counterclockwise orientation of the shape produces
a positive area, each line segment is assigned a
positive A0

i for xp > xq, and a negative area
otherwise. This projection test (the segment is
projected onto the x-axis) provides the correct
total area without ordering intersection vertices.
An advantage of the projection test is that unlike
vertex ordering, which is valid only for
two-dimensional overlays since it relies on a
one-dimensional perimeter, this test can be
generalized to three-dimensional overlays.

Y

X

Q

P

O

Figure 1: The shaded area inside triangle

OXY , O = (0; 0); X = (1; 0); Y = (0; 1) under
the segment PQ is computed.

The form of the area A0
i is governed by one of

eight cases enumerated in Table 1.
Intersections are tested using the standard

cross product method, the application of which to
shape overlays has been previously discussed in
detail (Warshaw, 1977; Kershaw, 1977). We begin
with the six quantities

xp; yp; hp = 1� xp � yp

xq ; yq ; hq = 1� xq � yq (6)

and calculate the three cross products

c00 = xpyq � xqyp

c10 = yphq � yqhp

c01 = hpxq � hqxp (7)

which determine the intersection points

xs = c00=(c00 � c10)

ys = c00=(c00 � c01)

xh = c01=(c01 � c10); yh = 1� xh (8)

Table 1: Intersection formsa

Form Intersections Form Intersections

0 None (exterior) 4 x, h
1 None (interior) 5 y
2 h 6 y, h
3 x 7 x, y

aLine segment may intersect x axis, y axis, and/or

hypotenuse (h).



for x-, y-axis, and hypotenuse intersections. The
logic for establishing existence of line segment
intersections in zonal overlay calculations has been
discussed by numerous authors (e.g., Dukowicz,
1984; Ramshaw, 1985), and we review our
particular logic in the Appendix.

Error analysis

Errors in the overlay arise from the linear
transformation, the line segment area calculation,
and the combination of line segments into a total
intersection area for a particular polygon. We �rst
consider the line segment area calculation, for the
segment PQ, of length `, and in�nitesimal errors
in the coordinates of P and Q of magnitude �p and
�q. The quantities `p and `q denote the distances
of P and Q from the origin. We examine the case
of a line segment that crosses the x-axis leg of the
target triangle at xs and the y-axis leg at ys, with
both xs and ys between 0 and 1 (Form 7), and
without loss of generality take 0 < ys � xs � 1 and
xp < xq . The sweep area is

A0
i = 1=2xsys

ys = xs tan� (0 < � � �=4) (9)

tan� = (yp � yq)=(xq � xp) : (10)

We rewrite the area as

A0
i = 1=2 y2s=( tan�) (11)

and the di�erential of the area is

dA0
i = xsdys � 1=2x2s cos

2�d� (12)

which is a particularly convenient form since with
� < �=4 both ys and � are not extremely sensitive
to fractional changes in P and Q. Assigning shifts
in the variables

jdysj � �s; jd�j � �� (13)

and using xs � 1 and xs � `, the shift in the area
is bounded by

dA0
i < `�s + 1=2 `2�� (` < 1)

dA0
i < �s + 1=2 �� (` > 1) (14)

and we proceed to estimate these shifts, focusing
�rst on �s. The factor `

2 for the �� includes a
factor ` for the length of the segment, and the
constraint that the segment is within ` of the
x-axis. The di�erentials of the y-axis intersection
in (8) are

dys =
(c00dc01 � c01dc00)

(c00 � c01)
2

(15)

and there are no cancellation problems in the
denominator since c00 and c01 have opposite sign
if ys is relevant. The shifts in the cross products
are a function of the errors in the coordinates �p
and �q, where �p is de�ned to be the maximum of
the uncertainties of xp and yp, and for convenience
we assign uncertainty �p to both xp and yp. For
the line segment PQ, c00 and c01 and their errors
can be bounded by

c00 � ys`

dc00 �
p
2(�p`q + �q`p)

c01 � (1� ys)`

dc01 � 2
p
2(�p + �q) (16)

giving bounds on �s of

�s � 2
p
2`�1(�p`q + �q`p) +

4`2(�p + �q) (` � 1) (17)

�s � 2
p
2`�1((�p`q + �q`p) +

2(�p + �q)) (` > 1) (18)

which are �nite and nonzero for both small and
large `. A simple calculation shows that

�� � (
p
2=`)(�p + �q) (19)

allowing the upper bound on dA0
i to be expressed

in terms of the uncertainties in the coordinates.
Since we are primarily interested in the qualitative
behavior of error, and the numerical factors above
are not optimal, we present only the leading terms
here

dA0
i � c(�p + �q)` (` � 1) (20)

dA0
i � c(�p`q + �q`p)=` (` > 1) (21)

with c denoting a �nite numerical factor.
The linear transformation (3) can introduce

errors in (xp; yp) which inuence A0
i. Accuracy is

reduced by subtractive cancellation of coordinates
of adjacent mesh points, and by nonorthogonal
mesh lines. Node coordinates (Xi; Yi) and shape
vertices (xk; yk) are assumed to be known to
machine precision, for example

dX0 = �mX0 (22)

etc. where �m is machine epsilon. For a zone a
distance L from the physical origin and spacing a

the subtraction of adjacent nodes X1 �X0 gives
relative error O(�mL=a) in the di�erence. In this
zone, � and its uncertainty are

� = a2sin�; d� � La�m (23)

where � is the grid angle at (X0; Y0). For a shape
vertex inside the zone the physical vertex is O(L)



and y � y0 is of order a. The numerator of y0 in
(3) thus carries uncertainty 4�mL, hence we
obtain, with a numerical factor c,

jdypj � �p = c�mL=(a sin �) (`p � L=a)

jdypj � �p = c�m`p= sin � (`p > L=a) : (24)

Applying this bound to Ai, we obtain

dAi � O(�mLa)

(`p or `q < (L=a)) (25)

dAi � O(�m`a2)

(`p; `q � (L=a)) (26)

because the area Ai is not of order 1, whereas A
0
i

is. Here we have conveniently ignored the factor `
for `� 1 since it is a consequence of y < ` which
does not occur in forms with no x axis intersection.
Form (26) occurs when the extent of the shape leg
is greater than the extent of the mesh, an unlikely
scenario. Note that dA0

i exceeds �p;q i� both `p
and `q are large compared to L=a, because the
area calculation, as de�ned by the cross products,
e�ectively depends only on the coordinates of
either P or Q and the direction of the line segment
PQ, so that A0

i can be accurately computed if

`p = 1a and `q = ��1
m a but not if `p = `q = ��1

m a.
For a segment with y and h intersections

(Form 6), the area is

A0
i = 1=2 (xh(ys � 1) + 2xq � x2q) (27)

with xp < 0 and xq bounded from above by 1. We
assume that the segment intersects the y-axis at an
angle � > �=4 and is bounded as in Form 7, but
xh is poorly determined if PQ is nearly parallel to
the hypotenuse (jhpj and jhqj � `). However,
following the technique of (15), we write

dxh =
(c01dc10 � c10dc01)

(c01 � c10)
2

(28)

and observe that the small denominator in dxh
cancels with the distance 1� ys between the vertex
and the intercept in (27) and thus we recover the
bounds (25,26) for Forms 6 and 4 by applying the
complementary argument for the case of PQ
nearly parallel to the y axis or the x axis.

If either P or Q is inside the target triangle,
and there is only one intersection, the precision is

dAi � O(�mLa) (29)

since `p and `q are not both large. If both P and
Q are inside the target the area is a simple
trapezoid form, and the error is O(�mLa). Finally,

ε ε

Figure 2: A single line segment through U

shifts by �, producing an error in the area

dA0
i � O(�). Many points inside U each with

shifts of � � form a quadrature, producing a

total area error similar to the single line

segment.

if both points are outside the target, the area is
exactly 0, exactly 0:5, or calculated for a trapezoid
to accuracy O(�mLa) or O(�m`a2).

For the volume of revolution (5) the error

dVi = �=3 ((�Yt)dAi +Ad(�Yt)) (30)

requires the physical frame coordinates

Yt0 = Y0

Yt1 = (�Y1)xs + Y0

Yt2 = (�Y2)ys + Y0 (31)

for the Form 7 triangle we are considering. The
error in xs can be large since dxs = dys cot� but
A0
i � tan� so the dYt1 term is of the same order

of magnitude as the other terms in (30), and we
write

d(�Yt) � �mL= sin �

dVi � O(�mL2a; �mLa2= sin �) : (32)

The second term will dominate for a highly
distorted zone sin � � a=L.

We now comment about the accumulation of
error resulting from combining segment areas Ai to
obtain the total overlay of the zone A, when
multiple legs of a polygon lie within the zone. This
often occurs for curved shapes such as circles
which are approximated by many-sided polygons.
For such curved shapes typically only a few legs
will intersect the boundary of U, while there may
be arbitrarily many legs interior to the zone. The
interior segments e�ectively construct a
trapezoidal quadrature (Figure 2) approximating
the area under the curve to a systematic error of

dA � O(a3=(rcn2)) (33)

for n legs within a zone and radius of curvature rc.
Since shape legs are joined together in the U



frame, errors from adjacent legs cancel except for
terms proportional to ` � 1=n, so that only the
random roundo� term in adding n segment areas
su�ers a factor n increase. The composite machine
error, including the segment area error and
additive roundo� error, is therefore

dA � O(n�ma2 + �mLa) : (34)

For 64 bit arithmetic one is unlikely to
approximate a curve well enough for either �m
term to exceed the systematic error of
approximation. The segment area error does
dominate, however, for shapes such as rectangles
for which the polygon exactly represents the shape.

The systematic error of approximating a
curved shape can be reduced to approach the exact
area of intersection between a curved form and a
zone. For example, within a zone, one may follow
the style of Warshaw (Warshaw, 1977) and break
the curve into single-valued functions. The area
may be integrated using a more accurate
quadrature than the trapezoidal rule, and realizing
the increased accuracy requires one to compute all
intersections between the curve and grid lines,
including multiple intersections of the shape with
the same grid line. For arbitrary quadrilateral
meshes, without uniform mesh lines, this step must
be repeated separately for � 2N lines, at
considerable expense, while a mesh with uniform
lines as constructed by Warshaw contains only

� 2N1=2 lines. We therefore use the polygon
approximation, since cross product tests greatly
simplify the delineation of intersections between
the shape and grid lines, and the area calculation
has been made insensitive to cross product results
in borderline cases. Systematic errors also occur if
one approximately triangulates a curved zone, such
as occurs in a polar coordinate mesh, a technique
that is not discussed here since it has not been
implemented.

Optimization, parallelization

In general, the overlay calculation can be
performed for all zones and all sides of the shape.
This requires 2NS calculations which is very
expensive. For example, a crude approximation to
a circle, a 60-sided polygon on a 2002 mesh takes
2:4� 106 overlays, consuming about 300 seconds
on a 300 MHz DEC Alpha workstation, with most
overlay calculations producing a trivial result since
each shape segment passes through very few zones.
In particular, let us consider a mesh of physical
area A with N zones, with a characteristic mesh

spacing a = (A=N )1=2. A shape with physical

perimeter P passes through approximately c1P=a
zones, where c1 depends on the details of the
shape and the mesh structure. The fraction of
zones which are partially inside the shape and
therefore become mixed if the background material
di�ers from the shape material is
(A=a2)=(c1P=a) = (A=c1P )a, and as the mesh
becomes �ner, the fractional number of mixed
zones decreases. Similarly, in three dimensions the
fractional number of mixed zones decreases for
�ner meshes since they exist only on the surfaces
of material boundaries. Since the number of
nontrivial overlay calculations is inherently small,
optimization should be accomplished by �ltering
out trivial calculations.

In this paper, nonconvex shapes and
nonorthogonal meshes are considered. For a
convex shape, a point can be de�nitively
established as inside or outside the shape by cross
product tests (Warshaw, 1977). However, a point
that is outside a circumscribed convex shape is
guaranteed to fall outside the original shape, and a
point is interior if it falls inside an inscribed
convex shape. A general method for inscribing a
shape is rather cumbersome, but a circumscribed
bounding shape is fairly simple to construct. One
such bound is a rectangle parallel to the Cartesian
axes, with corners

(xl; yl) = (minfigxi; minfigyi)

(xu; yu) = (maxfigxi; maxfigyi) : (35)

Any zones, all of whose nodes fall outside this
rectangle, are assigned an overlay area of zero and
eliminated from further consideration.

Further optimization is still necessary,
particularly since if the shape covers a large
fraction of the mesh, the initial bounding rectangle
eliminates only a small number of zones. To
increase performance, the shape is broken
recursively into subshapes with bounding
rectangles surrounding each subshape, and the
overlays for subshapes are combined to obtain the
overlay for the original shape. The original shape S
with S sides is initially broken into two subshapes
s1 and s2 (Figure 3) with s1 = s2 = S=2 + 1 sides
(If S is odd, then s2 obtains one additional side).
With the vertices of S numbered sequentially from
0 to S � 1, a connecting line is drawn from vertex
0 to vertex S=2, and both subshapes include the
connecting line as an edge. Each subshape
possesses a bounding rectangle enumerating zones
which are a subset of the zones inside the original
bounding rectangle. The connecting line from
(x0; y0) to (xS=2; yS=2) may be substantially
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Figure 3: Subdivision of 24-sided polygon

into subshapes.

longer than the individual legs of S. For a regular
polygon, this is indeed the case, since the
connecting line traverses the diameter.

The second subdivision proceeds di�erently,
under the expectation that s1 contains one long
leg from vertex 0 to vertex s1 � 1. The triangle of
vertices 0, s1=2, and s1 � 1 (triangle A in Figure
3) is passed to the overlay routine, with the zones
selected by the bounding rectangle that surrounds
the triangle. The remaining two polygons, labeled
s1;1 and s1;2, contain s1=2 or s1=2 + 1 sides each,
with one \long" side each. Thus s1;1 and s1;2
each have a similar structure to s1, and further
subdivisions of these subshapes can proceed in the
same fashion as with s1. These subdivisions are
conveniently handled using a linked binary tree
data structure and a recursive function.

The remaining issue is the procedure for
halting the subdivision. The average side length of
the original polygon is b = P=S. We construct a
cuto�

sminb = ha (36)

where h is a dimensionless arc length parameter,
set to 2:0 here, and the left hand side is the
average total length of smin sides of the shape.
Shapes with fewer than smin sides are not
subdivided, and triangles and quadrilaterals are
never subdivided since only a polygon with 5 or
more sides can be divided three ways. In Figure 3
the third subdivision produces the triangles
congruent to B, and the polygons congruent to C
are not further subdivided.

To understand the advantage of this
optimization procedure, we note that a shape with
s sides with n zones within the bounding box
requires ns overlap calculations. For regular
polygons, we cover the large interior regions with
triangles, so that for the large shapes with many
zones, s = 3 minimizes the number of calculations.
On the edges of the polygon, where many shape
sides traverse only a few zones, the bounding box
contains only a few zones near the partial
perimeter of the shape. Therefore, s is large but n
is small. Of course, this procedure works best for
shapes resembling regular polygons, and
performance is reduced if a few sides of the
polygon are much longer than the rest.

Overlay calculations are performed on a zone
by zone basis, without coupling between zones. In
particular, for a domain decomposed mesh, the
shape overlay can be computed independently for
each domain. The shape will often intersect only
some of the domains in the problem, causing a
load imbalance. Domain overloading can
potentially improve performance, which will
become increasingly important in three dimensions
where mesh generation is a very nontrivial task.

Test runs and timing

The Sandia balls and jacks (Bell and Hertel,
1996) problem, consisting of a (200� 200)
orthogonal mesh containing �ve circles with radii r
ranging between 6 and 20 zones and two
nonconvex crosses, provides a framework for our
tests. The circles are approximated by 2000-sided
regular polygons. We have conducted a sample of
100 runs on the DEC Alpha in which the balls and
jacks are imposed onto the mesh using the overlay
procedure, and found that the average time to
generate the balls and jacks is 2:01 seconds, with a
variance in run time of about 2%. The balls and
jacks have also been successfully generated (and
run) on a nonorthogonal mesh.

For a more extensive test, we have run 100

Table 2: Run times ts on DEC Alpha (300
MHz clock) for s-sided polygon, radius r.

r (zones) t200 t2k t20k

1 0.1085 0.1317 0.3845
3 0.1130 0.1432 0.4540
10 0.1408 0.1812 0.6753
20 0.2182 0.2648 0.7741
40 0.5328 0.5981 1.1185
100 3.5924 3.7363 4.1335



Figure 4: The BRL shaped charge,

generated using this shape overlay

algorithm (top) and after 37:8�s (bottom).

Gray shades are material regions. Plots are

not on the same scale.

overlays of the same s-sided polygon, which
approximates a sphere of radius r, thus obtaining
an average time per overlay (Table 2). For all
sphere sizes, a 2000 sided polygon is at most about
25% more expensive than the 200 sided polygon,
and provides a factor 102 more accuracy in the
total area. For larger spheres, one may choose
20000 sides in order to ensure that b=a is large
enough to produce accurate overlays along the
perimeter.

The computed shape overlay areas agree with
the polygon areas within the bounds described
above, suggesting that the polygon approximation
is the primary source of error for curved shapes.

Example runs

We present on the poster board graphical
results from generating and running the Balls and
Jacks, and also the BRL shaped charge (Walters
and Zukas, 1989), which is also shown here (Figure
4).

Three dimensions

The shape overlay algorithm described here
naturally generalizes to meshes in more than two
dimensions. In d dimensions, one computes the
volume under a d� 1 dimensional surface (bounded
by d vertices) inside the unit d-simplex, as shown
for 2 dimensions in Figure 1. In three dimensions,
this is the volume under a triangle with vertices P ,
Q, and R inside the unit tetrahedron. The logic for
determining intersections proceeds similarly to the
two-dimensional case. The vertex P is considered
inside the tetrahedron for xp; yp; zp; hp � 0 where

hp = 1� xp � yp � zp (37)

With X = (xp xq xr)
T and corresponding

de�nitions for Y, Z, and H, one writes, in analogy
to the two-dimensional case,

c000 = det ( X Y Z)
c100 = det ( �H Y Z)
c010 = det ( X �H Z)
c001 = det ( X Y �H)

Using these quantities one solves for
intersection points and lines between the triangle
and the tetrahedron boundary, and proceeds to
compute the volume.

In three dimensions, a curved surface is
approximated by a polyhedron with triangular
surfaces which e�ectively de�nes a two-dimensional
quadrature. The sign of the volume contribution
from each triangle is determined by ensuring that
P , Q, and R for all triangles are positively oriented
with respect to the interior of the polyhedron.
Recall that in two dimensions, we assumed positive
orientation of P and Q with a counterclockwise
arrangement of vertices, thus allowing a projection
test to determine the sign of A0. In three
dimensions this test is based on the projection area
of triangle PQR on the xy plane. It is inherently
more di�cult to accurately approximate a curved
shape (such as a sphere) in 3d than in 2d due to
the d� 1 power scaling of the number of
quadrature elements (line segments or triangular
surfaces) approximating the boundary of the shape
associated with increasing the resolution. For
example, :01 radian zoning of a circle requires 629
line segments, but for a sphere the same resolution
demands a polyhedron with over 105 surfaces. It is
therefore desirable to use two dimensional overlay
techniques wherever possible, such as for a
problem with axial symmetry.

Summary

The problem of polygonal shape overlay
calculations in two dimensions is formulated such
that the overlay area is constructed from areas
associated with individual line segments of the
shape. A generalization of this method to three
dimensions is discussed. With optimization by
shape decomposition and zone selection, this
algorithm is shown to work e�ciently in
performing two-dimensional overlays. Our method
works exactly (up to factors proportional to
machine error) for polygon overlays on any mesh
that can be triangulated (grid points are connected
by straight lines).



Appendix: Intersection tests

Here we describe our intersection tests, which
utilize cross product results directly in order to
avoid mathematical pathologies. As mentioned by
Warshaw, when working with general multisided
polygons, the number of cross products that must
be saved becomes impractically large, but in this
calculation we are working with a much simpler
system, a line segment and the unit triangle, so we
only need to use three cross products. The
calculation proceeds as follows:

The point p is considered inside the triangle if
xp; yp; hp � 0. The intersection tests are:

Axis ProductTests
x yp � yq < 0 c00 � c10 < 0
h hp � hq < 0 c10 � c01 < 0
y xp � xq < 0 c01 � c00 < 0

This leaves the pathological cases, where one
or both endpoints lies on a triangle leg or vertex,
or a triangle vertex lies on the line segment. First,
we consider the triangle to be closed, so that a
point on the hypotenuse (hp = 0) quali�es to be
inside the triangle. Thus the �rst test for an h

intersection is modi�ed to

(hp < 0 and hq >= 0) or (q$ p) :

Note that there is no H intersection if both P and
Q lie on the hypotenuse. The problem of an
endpoint on a triangle leg is solved by this
technique, and we now study the cases of c00, c10,
or c01 = 0, where the segment passes through a
triangle vertex (or two). A segment intersecting
(1; 0) is exterior to U if

yphp + yqhq < 0 (38)

and both the x-axis and the hypotenuse are
marked. If the line segment is not exterior, only
one of the legs is intersected, and the leg whose
angle relative to the direction of the line segment is
larger is chosen. An h intersection can only be
recorded when either c01 or c10 is nonzero and the
other is of nonidentical sign, guaranteeing that
0 � xh � 1. For the two-vertex case hp = hq = 0,
an h intersection is disallowed.

The relevant intersection coordinates from (8)
are guaranteed to fall between 0 and 1,
safeguarding against large errors in borderline
cases. This interpolation technique was suggested
by Warshaw (Warshaw, 1977) to circumvent the
the problem of nonassociative computer
arithmetic; it is useful here because we utilize only
three cross products.
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